
 

 

My wife Irma and I have been in the hotel and resort business in Minnesota for more 

than 60 years.  I took over the operation of Cragun’s Resort in Brainerd from my 

dad, who started it in 1940 with just eight cabins on Gull Lake.   We’ve built a world-

class, year-round resort by treating our guests like friends and family.   We’re proud 

to have received recognition for our operation from the Audubon Society and Golf 

Digest for our golf courses as well as the Minnesota Resort Association and being 

named Brainerd Citizens of the Year.   But I never expected to be named a Champion 

by the Minnesota Coalition Against Sexual Assault and those working to prevent 

sexual violence in Minnesota.  

This past spring, we heard from a potential conference sponsor, the Minnesota 

Men’s Action Network: Alliance to Prevent Sexual and Domestic Violence (MN-

MAN), an organization that focuses on the role of men in the prevention of sexual 

and domestic violence.  Chuck Derry called to say that while they had planned to 

hold their October men’s conference at Cragun’s, they could not in good conscience 

do so as long as Cragun’s continued TV Video pay per view pornography. The MN 

Men’s Action Network, he explained, had joined a growing number of individuals 

and organizations that subscribe to a “Clean Hotels” policy.   Chuck indicated that 

research has shown that 90% of the activity in contemporary pornography is 

verbally and/or physically aggressive and a clear correlation between pornography 

use and an increased risk of violence against women and children has been 

established. 

We had earlier set a policy to remove magazines and comic books from our 

newsstands.  It was now clear to Irma and me that as a family friendly resort, this 

was an important additional change for us to continue as a controlled access resort. 

We had been working to make Cragun’s a sanctuary where families can relax and 

enjoy the outdoors with their families and friends. Movies, video games, and 

pornography are packaged together for hotels to provide, and we’d overlooked the 

underlying message that such a package sends to guests.  Substantial research 

suggests pornography is not harmless entertainment.  So we altered our contract 

with our vendor, who charged us a substantial fee for his “loss of revenue”.  

 I’m grateful to MN-MAN for bringing this truth to our attention.   We’ve always tried 

to live our values through our organizational practices, and while I never thought I’d 

be a champion for this cause, I come to see that it’s important for me to do what I 

can. 

This December, I’ll be present at The Minnesota Summit, a one-day “think tank” for 

Minnesota leaders in industry, government, media, faith and the nonprofit sector. 

The purpose of The Summit is to design actions to improve Minnesota as a state 

where our citizens can thrive without fear of harm.  



Patty Wetterling, who directs the Sexual Violence Prevention Program at the 

Minnesota Department of Health, asks Minnesotans to imagine our lives without 

sexual violence or exploitation.  As a man, I have an easier time with that task than 

most women. But I was ignorant to the fact that 1 in 4 females (and 1 in 7 males) in 

my life must expect to suffer from sexual violence in their lifetime.   I now know that 

there are more than 61,000 victims in Minnesota every year.  And that child sexual 

abuse and exploitation are more common than teen pregnancy, obesity, or pediatric 

cancer. The fear those odds create for our children and teenagers alone is a call to 

action.  

Patty Wetterling talks about “the promise of primary prevention,” actions we can 

take to keep sexual violence from happening in the first place.  The five-year 

prevention plan recently developed by the Minnesota Department of Health says it 

clearly: “The resources of our schools, businesses, religious institutions, civic groups 

and government must be redirected to change attitudes which foster sexual 

violence…it is better to build healthy children than to punish or isolate dangerous 

adults.”  We can endorse that goal and Cragun’s is designated as a Minnesota “Clean 

Hotel”.   

  

Dutch Cragun, Owner and Operator, Cragun’s Resort  

 


